The catering team at Stantonbury are delighted to announce that starting after the easter
holiday on Monday 12th April 2021, we will be able to offer a hot lunch bag delivery service to
year group bases in addition to the cold lunch bag.
In the hot lunch bag option, there will be the choice of a jacket potato or hot pasta pot with
various options to accompany them. Included in the price is 1 choice of filling and a cheese
topping if desired.
Each lunch bag will cost £2.85 (hot or cold) and will consist of a choice of sandwiches, or
cold pasta pot, or hot jacket potato and filling or hot pasta and sauce pot, piece of fruit,
drink, cake/ flapjack.
The students will be able to order their choice of food for the week via their Form Tutor in
their Monday morning tutorial. Weekly orders are a great way to plan ahead and saves the
students stress of ordering daily.
Please ensure there are sufficient funds on your child’s school account if purchasing a lunch
bag as the monies will need to be deducted on the day of purchase. Students will not be able
to physically load money onto their accounts in school.

Hot & Cold Lunchtime food Choices.
Hot Choices.
Jacket potato with a hot filling and cheese topping.
Hot fillings to consist of Beef bolognaise, Chicken curry or beans.
Please note Beef bolognaise and Chicken curry will be on a weekly rotation system.
Or a cold filling of chicken mayo, tuna mayo, or cheese.
Salad is available on request to accompany your jacket potato
please state in your order which of the following you would like
Lettuce, cucumber, tomato.
Or you can have…
Freshly cooked Pasta with sauce and topping of cheese if required.
sauces to consist of Beef bolognaise or Chicken curry.
Please note Beef bolognaise and Chicken curry will be on a weekly rotation system.
or
Tomato and basil sauce (V)

Cold selection
A – White bloomer bread
B – Malted brown bloomer bread
Salad is available on request, please state in your order which of the following you would like
Lettuce, cucumber, tomato, onion.
Option 1. Chicken mayo sandwich
Option 2. Ham sandwich
Option 3. Ham and cheese sandwich
Option 4. Cheese sandwich
Option 5. Tuna mayo sandwich
Option 6. Chicken and tomato pasta pot
Option 7. Roasted Vegetable pasta pot
Included with the lunch will be a drink, a piece of fruit and a snack/muffin. £2.85

